
04. Requirements
CS 346: Application Development
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Identifying and tracking requirements



Phase 2: Requirements
The requirements stage is where we explore the problem that we want to solve, and determine what 
features/functionality might address it. The output of this phase is a detailed list of requirements*. 

Requirements can be collected from a number of sources:
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1. The Business itself likely has high-level product goals e.g. 
Apple needs to support new hardware. These will be 
determined by Product Management and provided to you. 

2. Users will likely have features or functionality that they want. 

3. Engineering may also identify requirements that are critical 
but not externally apparent. These may fall out naturally from 
the business requirements (e.g. “support the EPUB 1.6 
standard”) or in later phases.

These come from 
your specification!

These come from 
talking to users.

These often come up 
in the Analysis & 
Design phase.



What is a Requirement?
A requirement is a specification of some characteristic of our product. It’s often described as 
something that we may wish to implement. 

A requirement can be functional, and describe a user feature: 

• e.g. Add “export to HTML” as a feature of our Markdown Editor. 

• e.g. Expand supported file formats to include PNG in our Image Editor. 

• e.g. support Windows 11, implement EPUB 1.6 standard. 

It can be non-functional and describe properties of a system - more on these later 

• e.g. can transfer 10 GB/second, can process 1000 custom records/hour.
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A 
requirement is 

usually a description of 
some product functionality.



User Requirements
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Talking to users - what problem are we solving for them? What do they need?



Identifying User Requirements
Software development is all about solving problems for people. You want to make sure that you understand: 

• Who are my users? 

• What is important to them? 

• What are they trying to accomplish? 

• What could I do to address these issues for them? 

There is a difference between: 

• Stakeholders: people that have some interest in your product. 

• Users: people who could potentially use your product. 

Note that all users are stakeholders, but not all stakeholders are users. Your CEO may not care how you 
implement something, but a user of your product will definitely care!
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UX: Focusing on Users
In the mid-1980s, Don Norman suggested that design should focus making products more usable for 
the people that use them. His book, The Design of Everyday Things became the foundation for the UX 
movement that followed.  

“User Experience Design (UXD or UED) is a design process whose sole objective is to design a 
system that offers a great experience to its users. Thus UXD embraces the theories of a number of 

disciplines such as user interface design, usability, accessibility, information architecture, and Human 
Computer Interaction.” —- www.usertesting.com 

* UXD is not just about design, it also applies to determining requirements.
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http://www.usertesting.com


Personas: Describing Your Users
A persona is an archetypal description of a user of your product. Creating personas can help you 
step out of yourself… [I]t can help you to identify with the user you’re designing for.  

There are three approaches to defining a persona: 

1. Goal-based persona: represents a user’s attitudes, their situation, and their goal in that moment. 
Considers design from the perspective of how they can reach their goals. 

2. Role-based persona: focuses on the role that the user plays in the organization, and designs from 
the perspective of expectations of that role (somewhat goal-driven as well). 

3. Engaging persona: incorporate both goal and role-directed personas. Engaging personas are 
designed so that the designers who use them can become more engaged with them. These personas 
examine the emotions of the user, their psychology, backgrounds and make them relevant to the task 
at hand. 
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Personas allow you to think about features as they might apply to a user and their goals. 
e.g. “What would Sally expect the system to do here?”
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Sample Persona 

• Personal info: Name, job title, company, 
job description, family status, and more. 
Include any details that can help your 
team understand the persona better. 

• Demographic info: Age, gender, income, 
education, location, and other 
background information. 

• Image: Images speak louder than words. 
A vivid image, sketch, or cartoon can help 
your team picture your users clearly, and 
help you establish a consistent 
understanding of the target. 

• Goals & motivations: You should also 
make it clear what your audience wants to 
get or to do with your product.



Interviewing Users
Every application solves a problem for a user. You need to understand the details about the problem 
your particular set of users has. To do this, you need to actually speak with them. 

• Use personas to narrow down your audience. 

• Find people that match your personas! Current or future users. 

• Get their opinion! 

Ideally, interview 5 users [Nielsen 2000]* 

• Ask open-ended questions. 

• Use followup questions to to make sure that you understand what they are saying. 

• Take lots of notes (you can even record the interview and review afterwards).
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Interviewing 2-3 users is fine 
for this project, but 5-6 is ideal 

for larger projects. 

* 5 users is enough to identify 75% or more of your usability problems.



Interview Questions
Good interview questions: 

• “We are building X. Would it be useful to you in your role as <something>?” 

• “If not, what could we change to make it more useful for you. “ 

• “What features would you like to see added? What is “missing” from your perspective?” 

• “What do you like about this system? What do you dislike?” 

• “How would you expect X to work?” 

• “Can you see yourself using this?” 

Poor interview questions:  

• “I built this. Isn’t it cool?” 

• “You want what? That’s a dumb idea.” 

• <Talking without actually asking questions>
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The user should be doing most of the 
talking. Nothing they suggest is “wrong”. 

Listen and take notes!



Interviews generate stories…
From your user interviews, you should have identified some basic activities that are important to your 
users! These will often come in the form of stories or narratives… 

User-Stories are a description of activities that are performed with a system to perform a particular 
task. A user story is often simple text, and is intentionally describing the problem at a high level: 

“As the HR manager, I want to create a screening quiz so that I can understand whether I want to 
send possible recruits to the functional manager.” 

“As a user, I can indicate folders not to backup so that my backup drive isn’t filled up with things I 
don’t need saved”. 

Once you’ve collected a number of user stories, you might arrange them into User-Story Maps to 
show their larger relationships. 
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https://www.nngroup.com/articles/user-story-mapping/

Requirement 
that we want to 

capture.

Useful details if 
we choose to 
implement it

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/user-story-mapping/


Use Cases (Optional)
A use case is similar to a user story, in that it describes a particular action or set of actions by a user. 
However, where a user story is high-level and leaves out a lot of details, a use case is much lower 
level and attempts to describe all of the required details. 

Use cases are documented using UML templates. e.g. “Search for items”, “Place order” are use cases. 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Use_case_diagram


Action:  
Tracking Requirements
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How do we turn this data into requirements?



Requirements vs. Issues
GitLab tracks Issues. Each issue represents one requirement, or one high-level feature. 

• Granularity: Each requirement should represent one complete (and testable) feature. 

• Dependencies: You may have dependencies or overlap between requirements. This is ok!
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Requirement Description Detailed Breakdown

Issue 1: Save data to a 
file

Save our data (stored 
internally as a list) to a text 
file in JSON format.

- Create data class to store data. 
- Add support for JSON (library). 
- Write function to convert list and list elements to JSON. 
- Convert list to JSON and store in a file.

Issue 2: Restore data 
from a file

Read our data from a JSON 
file to into a list of elements.

- Create data class to store data. 
- Add support for JSON (library). 
- Write function to extract list and list elements from JSON. 
- Read JSON from a file into a list.

Each of these is a GitLab issue. Description + Details that are logged in the issue.



Dependencies (Related Issues)
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Two-way link 
between issues



Managing Subtasks
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(Optional) break steps 
into separate sub-

tasks in GitLab. 
Allows you to track 
and reorder them.



Time Estimates
High-level estimates are necessarily vague and are only done at the start of a project to provide some 
guidance (e.g. is this project 2 months? 2 years? Not granular). 

We also need to do low-level estimates for each task. 

Typically, this is done at the start of a sprint when we are making decisions on which tasks to perform 
and how to assign work.  

Options: 

1. Have a single person estimate on a task. Not recommended. What if you’re wrong? 

2. Vote on it. Every team member gives their opinion on how long it will take. Discuss and come to a 
consensus. Estimates should be very high-level, even at this stage. 

- estimate in story points (1-4? Arbitrary numbers that suggest “magnitude”) 

- hours / days (no more granular than this!)
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We’ll revisit this when we 
actually kickoff our first sprint.



Final Outcome: Product Backlog
Your final step should be to document all 
requirements. 

• Log each Issue in your GitLab project. 

• Type: Issue 

• Assignee: Unassigned 

• Milestone: No milestone 

• Due date: Unselected 

• Description: As much as you have! 

These unassigned issues constitute your 
Product Backlog.  

You only schedule these during Sprint planning, 
and only if the team agrees to take it on.
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https://student.cs.uwaterloo.ca/~cs346/1231/todo/

https://student.cs.uwaterloo.ca/~cs346/1231/todo/

